Innovation in the
Multi-Screen World

Kahuna™
The Production Switcher
that Defies Definition™

Offering breakthrough multiformat performance, Kahuna is the
world’s first production switcher to enable simultaneous standard
and high definition operations in the same mainframe and on the
same control surface.
Powered by exclusive FormatFusion signal processing technology
from Snell, Kahuna breaks the video format barrier enabling
seamless real-time mixing of SD and HD video, in any format,
without compromise or loss of quality.
Kahuna integrates any SD source material including handheld
camera feeds, graphics, captions or archives into HD productions
without the need for complex and costly outboard upconversion.
It also allows HD material to be incorporated into SD productions
without downconversion.
Designed for live mobile, studio and news production, Kahuna
offers a familiar user interface while delivering superior multiformat
picture quality in busy, fast-paced, live production environments.
Never before has such advanced and innovative signal processing
technology been combined in a single, versatile production switcher.
In addition to its flexibility during live production, Kahuna offers
a clear and planned transition path in upgrading to new media
technologies. The switcher can be installed initially with SD only
capability and later updated for multiformat operation through
a simple software upgrade.
Kahuna allows a gradual, controlled transition to HDTV, putting the
broadcast customer in total control of when to move to the next
generation of television technology.

Designed for today’s multiformat
television environment, Kahuna offers
a wide range of practical benefits

Designed for today’s multiformat television
environment, Kahuna offers a wide range of
practical benefits whether for operators and
engineers who use, install and maintain the
production switcher, or for broadcasters who
want to maximize their return on technology
investments. Outstanding performance and
unmatched integrated capabilities result
in lower costs and reduced complexity of
set up and operation. In addition to studio
use, Kahuna is a perfect solution for mobile
production due to its compact size, light
weight and low power consumption.

Flexible SD/HD operation
– FormatFusion enables seamless
integration of SD sources into HD
productions and HD materials into
SD productions – all without outboard
upconversion or downconversion
– latency issues are minimized in
comparison to external upconverters
– simultaneously delivers multiple SD
and HD outputs.
Familiar operational control
– intuitive, ergonomically designed control
panel for a quick learning curve.

Kahuna delivers:
Future-proof flexibility
– a perfect solution for either SD
or HD facilities
– easy drop-in replacement that works
with legacy broadcast systems
– simple software upgrade path
to multiformat SD/HD operation.

Creativity in production
– versatile features provide a wide range
of creative functionality
– fully loaded DVE options for 3D effects
– mix effects architecture with four keyers
– unrestricted placement of graphics
– optional Cliptrax™ feature removes the
need to slave an external audio device for
audio effects.
Scalability
– expands as business needs change inputs, DVE capability, M/E power and
multiple control surfaces can be added
as required
– start with SD or HD only – upgrade to
multiformat functionality with a simple
software upgrade.
Reliability
– Snell engineering delivers reliable
performance time after time.
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Technology

By itself, Kahuna is a powerful production
switcher with an extraordinary range of
integrated capabilities for vision control,
effects, routing and program branding.
With the addition of exclusive FormatFusion
signal processing technology from Snell,
the switcher acquires unprecedented
multiformat capabilities that bridge the
gap between legacy standard definition
broadcasting and the high-definition future.
Kahuna shines when on-air requirements
are most demanding - such as in news
and sports productions requiring multiple
graphics placements or elegant animated
transitions with sound to multiple sources.
The switcher’s power and control cover
virtually any production process, including
animated transitions, splitting M/E banks,
and even color correcting in-house studio
monitors. All this while simultaneously
outputting separate SD and HD feeds.
A choice of control surfaces and mainframes
are available for Kahuna. The 11RU chassis
supports one to four M/Es and up to four
twin-channels of DVE. The compact 6RU
mainframe will support two M/Es and two
twin channels of DVE. The 3RU mainframe
will support the 1ME system.

M/E Power
The Kahuna range offers one, two,
two-and-a-half, three, and four M/E
models. All M/E banks are identical with
each providing a most comprehensive set
of integrated, easy-to-use capabilities.
Every M/E provides multiple output control
when the requirement is necessary for
different language graphics and substituted
backgrounds. The Kahuna’s M/E power is
unmatched.

The Kahuna CF+ offers 2.5M/E in a single
6RU compact frame. It serves as a standalone solution for sophisticated switch in
space-constrained environments.
Each M/E features:
Four full effects keyers including
– linear, luma and self-key functionality
– high quality chroma keying capability
– clip store for animated transitions
– independent resize engine
– resize engine ’DVE’ effects
– key border with drop shadow
– independent transition engine per keyer
– RGB and YUV color correction tool-set
– multi-matte generators for fills
– pre-set wipe/mask generators.
Resize engine per keyer
– each keyer has its own resize engine to
create and control any key regardless of
its format. The 3D DVE channels can be
saved for more demanding tasks
– DVE resize engine effects can provide
further models for creative effects, such
as defocus.
Four utility buses
– extra flexibility for compositing and
routing tasks.

Split M/Es
– separate a single M/E’s resources for
flexibility.
Programmable outputs providing
different outputs for different
audiences
Input and bus-based RGB color
correction
Dynamic M/E allocation

HD background B

Wipe bar provided
by Utility Bus

FormatFusion

HD camera studio shot
’squeezed back’ using picture
resize engine

SD character generator
output using FormatFusion
and resize engine

FormatFusion enables Kahuna to offer total
format freedom for inputs and outputs.
Any of the 80 inputs are free to be assigned
to be SD or HD with no restriction. Working
as a part of each M/E, this provides flexibility
to create powerful compositions made up of
SD and HD sources, plus provide SD and HD
outputs.
FormatFusion completely eliminates the
need for external conversion boxes. This
not only reduces cost and complexity, but
results in a low latency infrastructure with
significantly fewer timing errors.

Advanced Memory Systems
The traditional layout of Kahuna’s control
surfaces are instantly familiar to technical
directors who must work in high-pressure,
live production environments. However,
behind the switcher’s simple controls is an
advanced memory system that enables fast
and accurate operation of the switcher’s
most sophisticated functions.
DMEM
– A single memory snapshot instantly
stores or recalls all M/E bank settings.
GMEM
– Globally stores all switcher panel settings
for an instant set-up of repeated shows
such as news, sports and talk shows.
DVE-MEM
– Stores and recalls DVE states including
transitional or keyframed effects.
Macros
– Records sequences in real time for instant
replay. This exceptionally powerful feature
is a signficant time saver.
Timeline
– Records and plays sequences of
keyframable effects.

Animation via one of the
internal clipstores

Hand held camera shot
manipulated by Impakt
3D DVE

HD background A

Illustrative Example of HD Output from a Single M/E Using Mixed SD/HD Inputs

On-Board Clip/Still Store

Cliptrax

Kahuna has a built-in store that is capable
of providing the four M/E version with
16 outputs. The store can hold clips and
stills, offering the ability to instantly play
animations and stills that are immediately
available across all mix effects banks. A
color touch-screen gives a clear, miniature
picture of all files that are available so the
user is confident that the desired effect is
loaded. The store also boasts an intuitive
clip editor so short segments can be timed
together, looped or edited as required.

Cliptrax provides over 20 minutes, per M/E,
of audio accompaniment to animated
transitions, looping backgrounds and digital
video effects. There is no reduction in the
store’s video capacity when using this
feature.

Shadow Switcher
Allows linking of M/Es across multiple
mainframes for different formats.

Third Party Device Control
Designed to be at the heart of any
production system, Kahuna integrates
with external equipment including routing
switchers, servers, VTRs, slo-mo devices,
audio mixers and tally systems.
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4 M/E Control Panel

Each of the four comprehensive
M/E banks has:
Four keyers able to perform
luma, linear and chroma
keying
Each keyer has its own resize
capability with effects
Five transition wipe
generators
Still store and clipstore
RGB color correction
Four utility buses
Timeline, DMEM and Macro
capability
3D DVE send-and-return
architecture enables images
to be manipulated on all key
and background buses.
Integration of SD and
HD sources is carried out
by FormatFusion engines
(four per M/E):
FormatFusion engines can
float between background
A/B buses and keyer buses

Every source has its own
colored user-configurable
mnemonic identification

Dynamic mix effects
allocation allows you to
choose the order of M/Es
to suit your own preference

Assignable user function
buttons per M/E for Macros,
Timelines and DMEMs

Each M/E has a dedicated
keyer control area for more
intuitive operation

PSU status indicators

Joystick for control and
positioning of DVE and
adjustment of parameters

Timeline control area with
T-bar for the creation of
timelines and for keyframe
editing

M/E background and key
layer enable assignment
pushbuttons

GMEM and DMEM
snapshot, store and recall

Tracker ball for control
of parameters and DVEs

Transition control area,
designed for logical and easy
operation with immediate
transition feedback

Key layer priority
indicators

Automatic parameter
control adjustment
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Kahuna System Architecture
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Impakt™ 3D DVE and Kahuna Software

Impakt™ 3D DVE

Kahuna Software

Impakt is Kahuna’s built-in, fully integrated
suite of 3D DVE effects. It allows operators
to create their own 3D transitions, or use
pre-made transition models with minimal
set-up time.

A range of software has been developed to
compliment the Kahuna providing complete
control, streamlined workflows, continuous
updates and a time saving on pre-production
set-up time.

Kahuna provides up to four twin-channels
of 3D DVE. They can be used either as
4 video/key pairs or 8 video only tiles. Impakt
can be used in all TV formats, allowing both
background and fill-and-key manipulation.
Pre-made transition models include spheres,
slabs, zooms, warps, tiling, ripples, and rolls.
Further enhancements include lighting,
glows, trail-based effects, and non linear
decays, trial textures, montages and tile
stamping.

K Watch

Kahuna also offers the facility to
accommodate 3D filming. Controlling
convergence geometry, color correction,
calibration and camera orientation.
Control is integrated within Kahuna’s main
surface or, when requiring dedicated DVE
operation, from an additional panel.

K-Watch application software is a clearly
unique product that enables a Kahuna
system or multiple Kahuna systems to share
the same files; typically graphics and video
clips, with complete ease.

This application software streamlines
workflow approaches, and offers a saving
in pre-production set up time, and project
backup.
The comprehensive software runs
continuously on a PC. It identifies when new
stills, clips, macros and effects memory files
saving in pre-production set up time, and
project backup. have been added to the
synchronized project on the PC.

K Manager

K Mirror

Kahuna Manager is a free software
programme that enables one to convert
files such as jps, bmp, tga avi and wav files
into Kahuna native files to import on the
Kahuna. It also allows you to convert to jpgs
etc from a sws file.

K-Mirror is designed to give complete
control when updating projects in a single
or multiple Kahuna systems. The software
allows projects on the Kahuna mainframe to
mirror and update the project on the PC.

Kahuna Manager also allows you to resize
and change the still/clip standard whether
you need 525/59.94 or 1080i/59.94 or even
720p/60.

K-Watch continuously runs on a PC
automatically searching for new graphics to
convert to the Kahuna native file format.

Kahuna Manager is simple to use on your
PC once installed on your computer.

Customer Support

Kahuna Care Service
Snell’s customer service offers first class
solutions for optimizing your operations,
through world-leading technical support
and fast responsiveness during the life
of your product.
Kahuna Care is a premium support
package that offers professional
services 24 hours a day all year
round. Benefiting from advance parts
replacement service, your mission
critical system will always be maintained
to the highest standard both quickly
and effectively. Snell also offers health
checks, repair services, training and
spare parts packages , giving you total
peace of mind throughout the life of
your product. Snell’s customer services
are there to help and support you. For
further information about Kahuna Care
contact customersupport@snellgroup.
com

Kahuna Club
Kahuna Club is an on-line community
for Kahuna users, where information
and ideas can be shared between users
and owners, and where Snell can easily
communicate with valued Kahuna
customers.
The Kahuna Club web site provides all
Kahuna customer contacts with a 24
hour, 365 day a year, one stop resource,
featuring customer support, information
on the latest product news, upgrades
(options, spares and customer service
contracts), special offers and discussion
forum.

Training
To ensure that customers experience
the full benefits of their switcher,
Snell is committed to providing the
highest levels of training for Kahuna
owners, operators and engineers.
Training before and after a system
purchase is available worldwide at
customer premises, Snell offices
or an alternative third party location.
The duration of these training
sessions will depend on user
requirements.
Courses are available for basic or
advanced operations, technical
support, maintenance and
familiarization. They can be
custom-designed to meet specific
requirements.

Customer Services at a a Glance

9 to 5 phone support
On-line support resources
Advanced part replacement (next day service)
24 x 7 x 365 phone support

In
Warranty

Out of
Warranty
(without Kahuna
care)

Out of
Warranty
(with Kahuna care)

















Repair service

not required

Health check

as needed

as needed

not required
as needed

Kahuna is the world’s most
versatile production switcher,
allowing simultaneous standard
and high definition operations.
Designed for live mobile, studio
and news production it offers
a familiar user interface while
delivering superior image quality
in fast-paced environments

Company policy is one of continuous product
improvement. Specifi cations are therefore provisional
and subject to change without notice. All trademarks
mentioned herein are duly acknowledged.
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